
 26/07/2022 Appleton Result: Won 
 Venue: Home  Format: 20/20 by 7 wickets 

 Batsmen How Out Sixes Total 
 1 R. Stephenson Caught 0 41 
 2 A. Beavan LBW 0 4 
 3 T. Hornsey Caught 0 42 
 4 J. Ponsford Not Out 0 51 
 5 P. Jacobs Not Out 0 0 
 6 H. Stoneman 0 0 
 7 S. Gregan 0 0 
 8 K.H. Whiter 0 0 
 9 A. East 0 0 
 10 J. Bishop 0 0 
 11 K. Ponsford 0 0 
 Subtotal 138 
 Byes 0 
 Leg Byes 7 
 Wides 4 
 No Balls 2 
 Grand Total 151 
 for 3 wickets 

 Bowler Overs Mdns Runs Wkts Av. Econ. S.R. 
 1 A. East 4 1 10 2 5.00 2.50 12.00 
 2 K. Ponsford 4 0 23 0 0.00 5.75 0.00 
 3 S. Gregan 3 0 21 0 0.00 7.00 0.00 
 4 J. Bishop 3 0 35 0 0.00 11.67 0.00 
 5 J. Ponsford 3 0 17 1 17.00 5.67 18.00 
 6 K.H. Whiter 3 0 35 2 17.50 11.67 9.00 
 Subtotal 141 
 Byes 7 
 Leg Byes 1 
 Grand Total 149 
 for 5 wickets 

 Fielder Catches 
 A. East 1 
 H. Stoneman 1 

 Fielder Stumpings 
 P. Jacobs 1 
 

Match Report 

It was all smiles after a determined victory in this high-scoring T20 match against Appleton.  Like those before, a parched Queens 
meant this game was switched to Brasenose and once again Whiter tossed and the away captain called right.  And so Isis were inserted 
into the field, and the veteran pairing of Allan East and Keith Ponsford were asked to open the attack.  And didn’t they do well, the 
Chairman achieving a fantastic economy and picking up two wickets in his four-over spell, while the President contained the scoring well 
but was unlucky not to take wickets.  A Harry Stoneman catch and a Paul Jacobs stumping won the wickets, with East’s variations not 
allowing the batsmen to settle.  Seamus Gregan and John Bishop were the change bowlers and both did pretty well, although both took 
tap in the last of their three overs, perhaps trying too hard and over- or under-pitching to allow the batsmen to go big.  Jan Ponsford took 
over from Gregan and got a wicket when the batsmen played on, and Keith Whiter completed the bowling sextet, gifted a wicket when 
the set batsman attempted a reverse sweep, or ramp or, well, who knows what he was doing, but whatever it was he played and missed.  
That brought skipper Alex Gilkes to the middle for a rapid 40 runs, Whiter bearing the brunt of the onslaught but nevertheless picking up 
his wicket from the last ball of the innings to a fine boundary catch by Allan East behind square.  Earlier, Harry Stoneman nearly won the 
champagne moment when he took a catch on the boundary off-balance, throwing the ball back to save the six but failing to get enough 
height on it to gather the ball once he had steadied himself.  All-round, the bowling and fielding was pretty good, but that Gilkes cameo 
nearly took the game away, a total of 147 runs looking formidable.  But an attacking Isis top-order were up to the challenge and the 
run-rate in the first six overs was equal to a professional power-play effort.  Alex Beavan (4) fell LBW early in the innings, but Rich 
Stephenson and Tom Hornsey batted beautifully to get Isis into a commanding position using shot variations to find boundaries and 
running well when the field went defensive.  Stephenson (41) miss-timed one and fell to a mid-on catch, but Jonathan Ponsford (51) 
joined Tom Hornsey (42) and they continued to score at a rapid rate.  99 from the first ten overs put Isis firmly into the box seat, and 
having removed scoreboard pressure they were able to dominate the bowling and run ones and twos, interspersed with raking cuts and 
pulls to the boundary to render the victory inevitable.  Sadly, Hornsey fell right at the end to a decent catch, also at mid-on, that enabled 
Paul Jacobs to watch Jonathan Ponsford carry Isis over the line from the other end.  It was fitting that the last shot of the game saw 
Ponsford achieve another half-century with a straight four that saw Isis past the post at a canter.  Nine men stayed on at the White 
House to enjoy beers and reflect on a brilliant night’s cricket.   


